ASPERSINA COSMETICS
FACE LINE

Aspersina

EYE CONTOUR SERUM
Paraben-free - PEG-free - Allergen-free

FILLING EFFECT • ANTI-SAGGING • REPAIRING • LIFTING • SMOOTHES WRINKLES
INGREDIENTS: AQUA [WATER], GLYCERIN,
HELIX ASPERSA, MACROCYSTIS PYRIFERA EXTRACT, HYDROLYZED HYALURONIC ACID, CHONDRUS CRISPUS EXTRACT
[CHONDRUS CRISPUS (CARRAGEENAN)
EXTRACT], LEPIDIUM MEYENII ROOT
EXTRACT, ALGAE EXTRACT, PULLULAN,
MALTODEXTRIN, XANTHAN GUM, PARFUM [FRAGRANCE], UREA, SACCHARIDE
ISOMERATE, SODIUM DEHYDROACETATE,
TOCOPHERYL ACETATE, DIPEPTIDE DIAMINOBUTYROYL BENZYLAMIDE DIACETATE, TOCOPHEROL, CERATONIA SILIQUA,
TRIETHYL CITRATE, SODIUM BENZOATE,
CITRIC ACID, SILICA, ETHYLHEXYLGLYCERIN, IMIDAZOLIDINYL UREA, PHENOXYETHANOL, POTASSIUM SORBATE, EDTA, SODIUM CITRATE, BHA.

layers of the skin in order to restore firmness, fullness,
suppleness and to visibly reduce wrinkles of the eye
contour area. In just a few minutes from its application, it smoothes out wrinkles and expression lines,
relaxes facial features and reduces signs of fatigue. Its
strong and exclusive tightening system of natural origin immediately guarantees and ensures long-lasting
tone and smoothness to the skin. A veritable concentrate of energy and youth, it is the perfect cosmetic
product for a deep regenerating action.
ASPERSINA EYE CONTOUR SERUM is recommended for:
• An instant filling and tightening effect
• Reducing expression lines
• An intense smoothing action
• Moisturizing and toning the skin
• Smoothing out wrinkles of the eye contour area

ASPERSINA EYE CONTOUR SERUM is a serum
with a filling, smoothing as well as regenerating and
firming effect that ensures a long-lasting contribution
of active substances capable of acting on the different

INSTRUCTIONS: apply evenly a few drops of the
Aspersina Eye Contour Serum. Allow it to dry for
a few seconds. For a long-lasting action, apply a few
drops of the Aspersina Eye Contour Serum morning

and evening, massaging gently until completely absorbed. Perfect when used in combination with
Aspersina Renew or Aspersina Regenerate: wait
until the Aspersina Renew or Regenerate has been
absorbed by the skin, then apply the Aspersina Eye
Contour Serum for instant results, visible in just a few
days.

Package 15 ml

FACE LINE

Aspersina

VEGETAL TENSEUR MASK
Paraben-free - PEG-free - Allergen-free

CLINICAL TRIALS DEMONSTRATE: SKIN-TENSOR AND BOTOX-LIKE EFFECT
SMOOTHENING ACTION • SKIN TONE AND HYDRATION
INGREDIENTS: AQUA, GLYCERYL STEARATE,
CETEARYL ALCOHOL, SORBITOL GLYCERIN, CETEARETH-20, HELIX ASPERSA,
CETYL ALCOHOL GLUTAMIC ACID, PULLULAN, MACROCYSTIS PYRIFERA GLYCERIC
EXTRACT, CHONDRUS CRISPUS EXTRACT,
ALGIN, HYDROLIZED WHEAT GLUTEN, ALGAE EXTRACT, MEL TOCOPHERYL ACETATE, IMIDAZOLIDINYL UREA, PARFUM,
SODIUM DEHYDROACETATE, TRIETHYLCITRATE, TOCOPHEROL

ASPERSINA VEGETAL TENSEUR MASK is completely natural: a hig concentration of energy and
youth. This mask is perfect for a deep regenerating
effect.
INSTRUCTIONS: put the mask on face and on perfectly cleansed décolleté. Let it act for 15 minutes and
then wash. After treatment use Aspersina Moisturizer. Repeat treatment at least twice a week.

Package 75 ml

ASPERSINA VEGETAL TENSEUR MASK is a mask
with tensor, anti-age, compacting and regenerating
effect for your skin. This product releases a proper
amount of active elements which act on different skin
layers to give compactness, tone and elasticity clearly
reducing the wrinkles and redefining face contours.
After application, skin appears compact, smooth and
wrinkles have diminished. Face profile is linear and
compact. The strong and exclusive tensor effect of
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